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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To enable all client

computers to receive information sent from a server

computer by multicasting by dividing respective client

computers as transmission destinations into multicast

groups, according to receiving capacity information and
broadcasting requested information by using transfer

rates which are independent of one another by the

multicast groups.

SOLUTION: A server computer 10 takes reception

information inputted from each client computer 12 into

account and divides the client computers 12 into

multicast groups. For example, when client computers 1

2

(CI) and 12(02) have low receiving capacity and client

computers 12(03) and 12(04) have high reception

capacity, the client computers 12(C1) and 12(C2) are

put in a multicast group (1) with a relative low transfer

rate to transfer information, and the client computers 1

2

(03) and 1 2(04) are put in a multicast group (2) with a

relatively high transfer rate to transfer the information.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
danages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The communication system to which a server computer and two or more client

computers of each other were connected through the network in which broadcast is possible is

used. In the broadcast approach which carries out multiple address transmission of the
information demanded from two or more client calculating machines which answered the demand
from said client calculating machine, and had the demand from said server calculating machine
By the server computer, the receiving capacity information relevant to the receiving capacity is

received from each client computer for transmission. The broadcast approach characterized by
carrying out multiple address transmission of the information demanded using the transfer rate

which distributed to two or more multicast groups according to said receiving capacity
information that two or more client calculating machines for transmission were received, and
carried out mutually-independent for said every multicast group.

[Claim 2] The broadcast approach which divides the receiving capacity information group put in

order into two or more groups in the at least one intermediate location, and is characterized by
matching each divided group with said multicast group, respectively in the broadcast approach of
claim 1 after putting the receiving capacity information on all the client computers for

transmission in order in order of the magnitude by the server computer.
[Claim 3] The broadcast approach characterized by to divide said receiving capacity information

group into two or more groups in the location of the difference information which computed the
difference information according to the difference from the adjoining receiving capacity
information, and specified it according to the sequence of the magnitude of the computed
difference information in the broadcast approach of claim 2 about each receiving capacity
information put in order by the server computer in order of magnitude.
[Claim 4] The broadcast approach characterized by choosing the difference information on the
nearer one preferentially with the location of the center of the list of said receiving capacity
information group in the broadcast approach of claim 3 when two or more difference information
that magnitude is the same exists by the server computer.
[Claim 5] The broadcast approach characterized by repeating division of a group until the
comparison result fills predetermined conditions with a server computer for the value which
added the transfer rate matched with the minimum receiving capacity information belonging to
each group who divided about all groups in the broadcast approach of claim 3 as compared with
the bandwidth of said network.

[Claim 6] The communication system to which a server computer and two or more client

computers of each other were connected through the network in which broadcast is possible is

used. It is the record medium which recorded the broadcast program for carrying out multiple

address transmission of the information demanded from two or more client calculating machines
which answered the demand from said client calculating machine, and had the demand from said

server calculating machine. The procedure in which a server computer receives the receiving

capacity information relevant to the receiving capacity from each client computer for

transmission in said broadcast program. The procedure which a server computer distributes to

two or more multicast groups according to said receiving capacity information that two or more
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client computers for transmission were received. The record medium which recorded the

broadcast program characterized by having the procedure in which a server calculating machine

carries out multiple address transmission of the information demanded using the transfer rate

which carried out mutually-independent for said every multicast group.

[Claim 7] In the record medium which recorded the broadcast program of claim 6 to said

broadcast program of a server computer After putting the receiving capacity information on all

the client computers for transmission in order in order of the magnitude The record medium
which recorded the broadcast program characterized by having the procedure which divides an

average poor receiving capacity information group into two or more groups in the at least one

intermediate location, and matches each divided group with said multicast group, respectively.

[Claim 8] In the record medium which recorded the broadcast program of claim 7 to said

broadcast program of a server computer About each receiving capacity information put in order

in order of magnitude, the difference information according to the difference from the adjoining

receiving capacity information is computed. The record medium which recorded the broadcast

program characterized by having the procedure of dividing said receiving capacity information

group into two or more groups in the location of the difference information specified according to

the sequence of the magnitude of the computed difference information.

[Claim 9] The record medium which recorded the broadcast program characterized by having the

procedure which chooses the difference information on the nearer one preferentially with the

location of the center of the list of said receiving capacity information group in the record

medium which recorded the broadcast program of claim 8 when two or more difference

information that magnitude is the same existed in said broadcast program of a server computer.

[Claim 10] The record medium which recorded the broadcast program characterized by to have

the procedure which repeats division of a group until the comparison result fulfills predetermined

conditions as compared with the bandwidth of said network for the value which added the

transfer rate matched with the minimum receiving capacity information which belongs to each

group who divided into said broadcast program of a server computer in the record medium which

recorded the broadcast program of claim 8 about all groups.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and IMPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the record medium which recorded the
broadcast approach and the broadcast program. In the data telecommunication system of a
client/server method, in case the broadcast approach of this invention performs information
distribution service of a common client initiative mold like WWW (World Wide Web) or FTP (File

Transfer Protocol), it is used for the transfer rate control in the case of performing broadcast
(multicast communication link) from a server calculating machine to many client calculating

machines. Generally as the informational delivery approach, a unicast and a multicast exist. In

the case of a unicast, data are delivered from a transmitting side at specific addressing to 1

user. In the case of a multicast, two or more users are set as a multicast group, and data are
simultaneously delivered in it at all addressing to a user belonging to this multicast group. The
record medium which recorded the broadcast approach of this invention and the broadcast
program assumes only the communication link of a multicast
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] With the information transfer service which performs multicast
transmission, two kinds of following service arrangements exist conventionally. In the 1 st service
arrangement, the server calculating machine prepares the multicast group beforehand. And when
each client calculating machine carries out actuation of going into the multicast group whom the
server calculating machine prepared, the client calculating machine is registered into a server
calculating machine as an object of multicast transmission.

[0003] At the 2nd service arrangement when there is a Request to Send to the same
information from two or more client calculating machines to a server calculating machine, a
server calculating machine assigns a multicast group two or more client calculating machines
which performed the Request to Send to the same information, and performs data transmission
to two or more of those client calculating machines by the multicast each time.

[0004] At the 1st service arrangement the amount of data transfer per [ to a multicast group ]

unit time amount (transfer rate) is beforehand determined by sen/er initiative, for example. In this

approach, it does not look back upon the receiving capacity of each client calculating machine,
but a multicast group is also fixed, and a server calculating machine performs multicast
transmission at a fixed transfer rate. Thus, the content which carries out multicast transmission
was decided beforehand, and the approach of fixing a transfer rate has it when unnecessary in a
high transfer rate. [ effective ]

[0005] The method of defining a different transfer rate which prepares two or more multicast
groups for the server calculating machine beforehand, and became independent for every
multicast group is also learned for the 1st service arrangement. By this approach, when the
amount of data of a transmitting content is large, the client calculating machine with high
receiving capacity can receive data efficiently by choosing the multicast group of a high transfer
rate. Moreover, the client calculating machine with low receiving capacity can receive all data by
choosing the multicast group of a low transfer rate. The transfer rate to each client calculating
machine in this case is determined by multicast group selection actuation of a user.
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[0006] In this invention, the 2nd service arrangement which creates a multicast group

dynamically by the server calculating-machine side based on the information transfer demand
from a client calculating machine is assumed. In the 2nd service arrangement, the difference in

the receiving capacity of each client computer is not conventionally taken into consideration.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] When a multicast channel is single, by the client

calculating machine with receiving capacity lower than the transfer rate set to this channel,

there is a problem that the multicast communication link is unreceivable. In order to make a

multicast communication link into ability ready for receiving by all client calculating machines,

receiving capacity should just determine a transfer rate according to the minimum client

calculating machine in all the client calculating machines belonging to a multicast group.

However, there is a problem that the high client computer of receiving capacity cannot
demonstrate the receiving capacity in that case.

[0008] Moreover, since dispersion arises in the number of configurations of the client calculating

machine belonging to each multicast group in preparing beforehand two or more multicast

channels from which a transfer rate differs mutually, there is a problem that the bandwidth of the

whole channel cannot be used effectively. For example, if the case where ten client calculating

machines are connected with a server calculating machine is assumed If one multicast channel

which became independent to one client computer with high receiving capacity is assigned when
only one in ten client computers is very high as for receiving capacity Since it will have most
bandwidths of a channel chiefly only by one client calculating machine, the bandwidth of the

channel which can use the nine remaining client calculating machines becomes small, and the

utilization effectiveness of a bandwidth worsens.

[0009] In the record medium which recorded the broadcast program which realizes the broadcast

approach and it which perform multicast transmission by the 2nd service arrangement of the

above, this invention aims at using the bandwidth of the whole channel effectively while it makes
information transmitted by the multicast from a server calculating machine ability ready for

receiving by all the client calculating machines of various receiving capacity.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] Claim 1 uses the communication system to which a server

computer and two or more client computers of each other were connected through the network

in which broadcast is possible. In the broadcast approach which carries out multiple address

transmission of the information demanded from two or more client calculating machines which

answered the demand from said client calculating machine, and had the demand from said server

calculating machine By the server computer, the receiving capacity information relevant to the

receiving capacity is received from each client computer for transmission. According to said

receiving capacity information that two or more client calculating machines for transmission

were received, it distributes to two or more multicast groups, and is characterized by carrying

out multiple address transmission of the information demanded using the transfer rate which

carried out mutually-independent for said every multicast group.

[001 1] The receiving capacity of a client calculating machine is equivalent to the amount of data

which can receive a client calculating machine to unit time amount. This receiving capacity

becomes settled with elements with which a client computer is equipped, such as capacity of a

memory apparatus, and engine performance of CPU equipment. In claim 1 , a server computer can
know the receiving capacity of the client computer using the receiving capacity information

received from the client computer. Moreover, since a server computer distributes two or more
client computers for transmission to two or more multicast groups according to the received

receiving capacity information, it can prevent that the client computer which cannot receive the

data of the multicast transmission from a server computer arises.

[0012] That is, if the receiving capacity belonging to the multicast group determines each
multicast group's transfer rate according to the minimum client calculating machine after

distributing to two or more multicast groups according to the receiving capacity information that

two or more client calculating machines were received, receiving capacity can receive the data

of multicast transmission also by the minimum client calculating machine.
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[0013] Since a server calculating machine can know the receiving capacity of each client

calculating machine, a client calculating machine can be distributed so that the number of the
client calculating machines belonging to a multicast group s group number or each multicast

group may become the optimal.

[0014] In the broadcast approach of claim 1, by the server computer, after claim 2 puts the
receiving capacity information on all the client computers for transmission in order in order of

the magnitude, it is characterized by dividing the receiving capacity information group put in

order into two or more groups in the at least one intermediate location, and matching each
divided group with said multicast group, respectively.

[0015] In claim 2, since the receiving capacity information group put in order in order of

magnitude is divided into two or more groups in the intermediate location, two or more multicast

groups are classified with the magnitude of receiving capacity. For example, the greatest
receiving capacity information that receiving capacity is included in a small multicast group
becomes smaller than the minimum receiving capacity information that receiving capacity is

included in a large multicast group.

[0016] Therefore, in each multicast group, since the difference of the maximum receiving

capacity and the minimum receiving capacity becomes comparatively small, it is possible to bring

each multicast group's transfer rate close to the receiving capacity of each client computer
belonging to the group. Claim 3 is characterized by the server computer in the broadcast
approach of claim 2 by to divide said receiving capacity information group into two or more
groups in the location of the difference information which computed the difference information

according to the difference from the adjoining receiving capacity information, and specified it

about each receiving capacity information put in order in order of magnitude according to the
sequence of the magnitude of the computed difference information,

[0017] In claim 3, since a receiving capacity information group is divided into two or more groups
in the location of the difference information specified according to the sequence of the
magnitude of difference information, receiving capacity can assign the same multicast group near
things mutually. That is, since the difference in the receiving capacity information which adjoin

mutually in the location which should divide a group becomes large, the location which should be
divided can be pinpointed in the magnitude of difference information. In addition, what is

necessary is Just to use the ratio (story ratio) and difference of receiving capacity information

which adjoin as difference information.

[0018] In the broadcast approach of claim 3, by the server computer, claim 4 is characterized by
choosing the difference information on the nearer one preferentially with the location of the
center of the list of said receiving capacity information group, when two or more difference

information that magnitude is the same exists. The number of the client computers belonging to
each divided group becomes more equal by choosing the difference information on the nearer
one preferentially with the location of the center of the list of a receiving capacity information
group, and dividing a group in the location of the selected difference information. Therefore, it is

useful to using the bandwidth of the whole channel efficiently.

[0019] In the broadcast approach of claim 3. claim 5 is characterized by repeating division of a
group until the comparison result fills predetermined conditions with a server computer for the
value which added the transfer rate matched with the minimum receiving capacity information
belonging to each group who divided about all groups as compared with the bandwidth of said

network. In claim 5. the case where each multicast group's transfer rate is matched with the
minimum receiving capacity information belonging to the group is assumed. While total of each
multicast group's transfer rate is less than a network bandwidth, by repeating division of a

multicast group, a multicast group's group number is increased in the range which can transmit
all multicast groups simultaneously, and the bandwidth of the whole channel can be used
efficiently.

[0020] Claim 6 uses the communication system to which a server computer and two or more
client computers of each other were connected through the network in which broadcast is

possible. It is the record medium which recorded the broadcast program for carrying out multiple

address transmission of the information demanded from two or more client calculating machines
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which answered the demand from said client calculating machine, and had the demand from said
server calculating machine. The procedure in which a server computer receives the receiving
capacity information relevant to the receiving capacity from each client computer for
transmission in said broadcast program. The procedure which a server computer distributes to
two or more multicast groups according to said receiving capacity information that two or more
client computers for transmission were received, A server calculating machine is characterized
by having the procedure which carries out multiple address transmission of the information
demanded using the transfer rate which carried out mutually-independent for said every
multicast group.

[0021] By reading the broadcast program from the record medium with which the server
computer recorded the broadcast program of claim 6, the broadcast approach of claim 1 can be
enforced in a server computer. In the record medium with which claim 7 recorded the broadcast
program of claim 6 After arranging the receiving capacity information on all the client computers
for transmission in said broadcast program of a server computer in order of the magnitude It is

characterized by having the procedure which divides an average poor receiving capacity
information group into two or more groups in the at least one intermediate location, and matches
each divided group with said multicast group, respectively.

[0022] By reading the broadcast program from the record medium with which the server
computer recorded the broadcast program of claim 7, the broadcast approach of claim 2 can be
enforced in a server computer. In the record medium with which claim 8 recorded the broadcast
program of claim 7 To said broadcast program of a server computer, about each receiving
capacity information put in order in order of magnitude It is characterized by having the
procedure of dividing said receiving capacity information group into two or more groups in the
location of the difference information which computed the difference information according to
the difference from the ac(ioining receiving capacity information, and specified it according to the
sequence of the magnitude of the computed difference information.

[0023] By reading the broadcast program from the record medium with which the server
computer recorded the broadcast program of claim 8. the broadcast approach of claim 3 can be
enforced in a server computer In the record medium which recorded the broadcast program of
claim 8, claim 9 is characterized by having the procedure which chooses the difference
information on the nearer one preferentially with the location of the center of the list of said
receiving capacity information group, when two or more difference information that magnitude is

the same exists in said broadcast program of a server computer.
[0024] By reading the broadcast program from the record medium with which the server
computer recorded the broadcast program of claim 9, the broadcast approach of claim 4 can be
enforced in a server computer In the record medium which recorded the broadcast program of
claim 8, claim 10 is characterized by to have the procedure which repeats division of a group
until the comparison result fulfills predetermined conditions for the value which added the
transfer rate matched with the minimum receiving capacity information belonging to each group
who divided into said broadcast program of a server computer about all groups as compared with
the bandwidth of said network
[0025] By reading the broadcast program from the record medium with which the server
computer recorded the broadcast program of claim 10, the broadcast approach of claim 5 can be
enforced in a server computer.
[0026]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The gestalt of operation of the record medium which recorded the
broadcast approach of this invention and the broadcast program is explained with reference to
drawing 1 - drawing 7 . This gestalt corresponds to all claims.

[0027] Pj::awin^ is a flow chart which shows processing of the server calculating machine of the
gestalt of operation. Drawing 2 is a flow chart which shows the content of the processing which
determines the optimal transfer rate group. Drawing 3 is the block diagram showing the example
of a configuration of communication system. Drawing 4 is the block diagram showing the example
of a configuration of a server calculating machine and a client calculating machine. Dravving 5 is

the block diagram showing the example of the transfer rate of multiple address transmission of
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the gestalt of operation. Drawing 6 is a flow chart which shows the modification of processing of

a server calculating machine. Drawing 7 is the mimetic diagram showing the example of decision

actuation of a transfer rate group.

[0028] With this gestalt, the case where file distribution service is offered in communication
system as shown in dravyjng 3 is assumed. The communication system of drawing^ consists of

multiple address possible networks 11 which connect them with one server computer 10 and
four client computers 12. Of course, the number of the client computers 12 linked to the multiple

address possible network 1 1 is changed if needed.

[0029] As a multiple address possible network 11. the unsymmetrical network which combined
the satellite multiple address circuit and the circuit of a point-to-point, and a bus mold network
like GSMA/CDLAN and GSMA/ACKLAN can be used. The multiple address possible network 1

1

is required to be able to perform multiple address transmission in the direction which faces to

the client computer 1 2 from the server computer 1 0 at least.

[0030] In this example, as shown in drawing 4 , the interior of the server calculating machine 10
is equipped with the file distribution service (transmission) 21, the broadcast function 22, and the
driver 23 as software. Moreover, the interior of the client calculating machine 1 2 is equipped with

the file distribution service (reception) 31, the broadcast function 32, and the driver 33 as
software.

[0031] Drivers 23 and 33 are the software for connecting the server computer 10 and the client

computer 12 to the multiple address possible network 11, for example, are the functional

elements equivalent to the network device in operating systems, such as UNIX, etc. The
broadcast functions 22 and 33 are software which is needed for broadcast, and are the
functional elements equivalent to the IP multicast in operating systems, such as UNIX, etc.

[0032] The file distribution service 21 is the software for transmitting the data of the file

demanded from the client, and the file distribution service 31 is the software for receiving the
data of the file transmitted from a server. The file distribution services 21 and 31 are equivalent
to the FTP program in operating systems, such as UNIX.

[0033] When carrying out this invention, the broadcast program which carries the broadcast
approach of this invention and it out is built in the broadcast function 22 of the server computer
10. Moreover, a broadcast program is read from record media, such as CD-ROM and a floppy
disk, and after being loaded to the internal memory of the server computer 10, it is performed
The receiving capacity of each client computer 1 2 becomes settled according to elements which
the client computer 1 2 possesses, such as capacity of a memory apparatus, and engine
performance of CPU equipment. Receiving capacity is the amount of data receivable to unit time
amount.

[0034] As shown in drawing 5 and drawing 9 in a place, the receiving capacity of the client

computer 50 differs for every computer. The example of drawing 5 and drawing 9 has expressed
the receiving capacity of each client calculating machine 50 and the server calculating machine
51 by the size of the pipe shown by the imaginary line, and has expressed it by the size of an
arrow head with the thick magnitude of a transfer rate. In the example of drawing 9 , the
receiving capacity of two client computers 50 (CI, C2) is comparatively low, and the receiving

capacity of other two client computers 50 (C3, C4) is high.

[0035] As shown in drawing 9 , to assign the same multicast group all four sets of the client

calculating machines 50 (CI, C2, C3, C4) and carry out multicast transmission from the server
calculating machine 51, it is necessary to set a transfer rate to below the receiving capacity of
the transfer rate 50 (CI) which can permit the client calculating machine 50 (CI) with the lowest
receiving capacity, i.e., a client calculating machine.

[0036] Therefore, as shown in drawing 9 , the client computer 50 (C3, 04) can receive data only

at a far low transfer rate compared with the receiving capacity of itself, and the client computer
50 (03, 04) cannot demonstrate the capacity. So, with this gestalt, the server computer 10
performs processing as shown in drawing 1 . In addition, in the example of drawing 1 , the case
where each client calculating machine 12 inputs into the server calculating machine 10 the
receiving capacity information which shows the receiving capacity of itself in a data transfer

demand and coincidence is assumed.
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[0037] As shown in drawing J , when the transfer request to the same information (A) is inputted

to the server computer 10 from four client computers 12 (CI), 12 (C2), 12 (C3X and 12 (C4),

processing of the server computer 10 progresses to S22 from step S21. In this case, at step
S22, it is determined that a transfer of the information (A) over four client computers 12 (01), 12

(02), 12 (C3), and 12 (C4) will process at the same opportunity. That is, a transfer of this

information (A) is processed as a multicast.

[0038] At the following step S23, a multicast group is divided in consideration of the receiving

capacity information that it was inputted from each client calculating machine 12. For example, in

the example of drawing 5 , since the receiving capacity of two client computers 12 (01) and 12

(02) is low and the receiving capacity of the two remaining client computers 12 (03) and 12 (04)
is high The multicast group who uses for informational (A) distribution is divided into two. To the
client calculating machines 12 (01) and 12 (02), information (A) is simultaneously distributed into

one multicast group (1). To the client calculating machines 12 (C3) and 12 (04), information (A)

is simultaneously distributed into another multicast group (2).

[0039] Into each multicast group, a transfer rate is determined according to the receiving

capacity of the client computer 12 of each destination. As shown in drawing 1 , the server
computer 10 notifies the multicast group to whom it belongs to each client computer 12, after

performing step S23. And information (A) is transmitted for every multicast group. The server
calculating machine 10 processes a transfer of the information (A) about two multicast groups at
the same opportunity.

[0040] Each client calculating machine 12 should just receive a multicast group's information (A)

beforehand notified from the sen/er calculating machine 10 among two or more multicast groups'
information (A) transmitted through the multiple address possible network 1 1. In the example of

drawing 5 , since information is transmitted to two client computers 12 (01) and 12 (02) into the
multicast group (1) of a comparatively low transfer rate corresponding to those receiving

capacity, information is certainly receivable also by the low client computer 12 of receiving

capacity. Moreover, since information is transmitted to the client computers 12 (03) and 12 (04)
into the multicast group (2) of a comparatively high transfer rate corresponding to those
receiving capacity, the high client computer 12 of receiving capacity fully demonstrates the
capacity, and can receive information efficiently.

[0041] By the way, in order to use effectively the bandwidth (the transmitting capacity of the
server computer 10 is included) of the multiple address possible network 11, the assignment of
each client computer 1 2 to the number of the multicast groups who divide at step S23 of
drawing 1 , or each multicast group is dramatically important, if big dispersion is in two or more
multicast groups' number of the client computers 12 which are alike, respectively and belong,

since the bandwidth which the multicast group to whom a small number of client computer 12
belongs occupies will become excessive and the transfer efficiency over other client computers
1 2 will fall, it becomes impossible for example, to use a bandwidth efficiently as the whole
network

[0042] So, inside step S23 of drawing 1 , processing shown in drawing 2 was performed and
multicast group number and each multicast group's transfer rate which are divided so that it may
optimize are determined. In the example of drawing 2 , the case where informational multicast
distribution is performed to n client calculating machines 12 is assumed. At step S10, the
receiving capacity information x on all clients with a transfer request (1), x (2), x (3), x (4) x

(n) are put in order and inputted into descending. Here, it is assumed that it is that in which the
following relation is materialized

[0043]

x(1) >=x(2) >=x(3) >=x (4) >= ... >=x (n) ... (1)

About the transfer rate of a multicast communication link, since it is easy here, it doubles with
the minimum value of the receiving capacity which the client computer 12 belonging to each
multicast group presented. Temporarily, if it communicates considering all the client calculating

machines 12 as a single multicast group, a required transfer rate will require only one transfer
rate corresponding to the minimum receiving capacity x (n). On the contrary, n multicast groups
are prepared, and if it determines that one client computer 12 belongs to each multicast group,
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respectively, it will become the same as the case of a unicast That is, each multicast group's

transfer rate is set to x (1), x (2), x (3), x (4), x (n), respectively, and a required bandwidth
becomes x (1). x (2), x (3), x (4) total of x (n).

[0044] the case (i=1-n) where n client calculating machines 12 which have the receiving capacity
of X (i). respectively are divided into m multicast groups — each multicast group's transfer rate ~

~ X 0) — expressing (j-^-m) — (— the smaller possible one of x(i) / X (j)) is desirable. That is, if

the transfer rate X of multicast group number m and each multicast group (j) is determined that
total of (x(i) / X 0)) will become min under constraint of restricting total of the transfer rate X 0)
within bandwidth B (constant) of the multiple address possible network 11, the utilization

effectiveness of the bandwidth of the multiple address possible network 11 can be optimized.

[0045] However, receiving capacity needs to assign the same multicast group near things

mutually. So, at step S10 of drawing 2 , receiving capacity information was arranged in order of

the magnitude, and is inputted If a multicast group is divided by that middle, with the sequence
of this list maintained, things with near receiving capacity will be mutually assigned to the same
multicast group.

[0046] Set chi is initialized at step 81 1 of drawing 2 . The content of the set chi means each
multicast group's transfer rate. The number of multicast groups is one at first, and the minimum
receiving capacity information x (n) is assigned to Set chi as a result of initialization of step S1 1.

At step SI 2, it asks for story ratio y (i) about each i of (i= 1, 2 and 3, n~1). Story ratio y (i) is

expressed with a degree type.

[0047]

y(i) =x(i)/x (i+D... (2)

The magnitude of story ratio y (i) expresses the ratio of two adjoining receiving capacity. That is,

the large thing of story ratio y (i) means that the difference between two adjoining receiving

capacity is great. If the difference in receiving capacity divides the set of the receiving capacity
information x (i) in a large location, near things will be mutually assigned to the same group.

[0048] At step SI 3. the bandwidth Be which alt multicast groups occupy in the current condition

is computed. That is, it asks for total of all the receiving capacity information x belonging to the
current set chi (i) (namely, transfer rate) as a bandwidth Be. Step SI 4 compares with bandwidth
B of the multiple address possible network 1 1 the bandwidth Be for which it asked at step SI 3. If

it is (Bc<B), it will progress to SI 6 from step SI 4, otherwise, will progress to step SI 9.

[0049] At step S15, the greatest thing is detected as a maximum story ratio ymax out of story
ratio [ of (i= 1 2 and 3, n-1) ] y (i). However, what was before adopted as a maximum story
ratio ymax is excepted from the object for detection. At step S1 6. it identifies whether two or
more story ratios were simultaneously detected as a maximum story ratio ymax at the last step
SI 5. When the maximum story ratio ymax is one, it progresses to step SI 8. and in two or more
cases, it progresses at step SI 7.

[0050] At step SI 7, only one near thing is chosen as a final maximum story ratio ymax with the
location of eye watch which is the mid gear of the list of the receiving capacity information

which belongs to a multicast group among two or more story ratio y (i) detected as a maximum
story ratio ymax at the last step SI 6 (n/2). Thereby, the number of the client computers 12
belonging to each multi-carrier group after division is equated.

[0051] At step SI 8, the receiving capacity information x (ymax) on the location corresponding to
the single maximum story ratio ymax chosen at the single maximum story ratio ymax detected at
step SI 5 or step SI 7 is added to Set chi. The location corresponding to the single maximum
story ratio ymax chosen at the single maximum story ratio ymax detected at step SI 5 or step
SI 7 is equivalent to a multicast group's division location, and the receiving capacity information x

(ymax) added at step SI 8 corresponds to the transfer rate (the same as that of the minimum
receiving capacity in a group) of the new multicast group after division.

[0052] Processing of the above-mentioned steps S13-S18 is repeated until the bandwidth Be for
which it asked at step SI 3 reaches a limit of bandwidth B of the multiple address possible

network 1 1. That is, division of a multicast group is repeated. If the bandwidth Be for which it

asked at step SI 3 reaches bandwidth B of the multiple address possible network 11, it will

progress to SI 9 from step SI 4. At step SI 9, it returns as a result of processing of the set chi at
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the event. That is, it is returned as a result of processing of each multicast group's transfer rate

generated by division of drawing 2 .

[0053] One example is explained with reference to drawing 7 . In this example, since the case

where multicast distribution of the same information is carried out to ten client calculating

machines 12 is assumed, ten receiving capacity information x(1) ~-x(10) is treated. In addition, in

order to simplify explanation, in drawing 7 , the sequence of the magnitude of that is shown
instead of story ratio y (i).

[0054] an initial state — **** — ten — a set — a client — a calculating machine — 12 —
corresponding — ten — a piece — reception — capacity — information — x — (— one —) - x
— (— ten —) — being single — a multicast — a group — assigning — having — the — inside -

- min — reception — capacity — information — x — (— ten —) — a transfer — a rate —
initial value — *3Mc*** — a set — chi — assigning — having .

[0055] In the 1st processing of steps S13-S18 of drawing 2 , the receiving capacity information x

(4) that the sequence of the magnitude of story ratio y (i) is equivalent to the location of No. 1 is

added to Set chi. That is, since two receiving capacity information x (4) and the difference

among x (5) are the greatest, a multicast group is divided into two in the location. In this case,

the client calculating machine 12 equivalent to four receiving capacity information x(1) -x(4) is

assigned to a multicast group with a larger transfer rate, and the client calculating machine 12

equivalent to six receiving capacity information x(5) -x(10) is assigned to a multicast group with

a smaller transfer rate.

[0056] Since the receiving capacity information x (4) is assigned to the transfer rate of a

multicast group with a larger transfer rate, as for four client computers 12 belonging to this

multicast group, each has the receiving capacity more than a transfer rate. In the 2nd
processing, the sequence of the magnitude of story ratio y (i) observes the 2nd location. In the

example of drawing 7 , since two receiving capacity information x (2) and x (7) exist in the 2nd
location, the sequence of the magnitude of story ratio y (i) chooses one near receiving capacity

information x (7) with the 5th location which is (10/2). And the receiving capacity information x

(7) is added to Set chi.

[0057] Three multicast groups are formed in the phase which the 2nd processing ended. The
client computer 12 equivalent to four receiving capacity information x(1) -x(4) is assigned to the

1st multicast group. The client calculating machine 12 equivalent to three receiving capacity

information x(5) -x(7) is assigned to the 2nd multicast group, and the client calculating machine
12 equivalent to three receiving capacity information x(8) -x(10) is assigned to the 3rd multicast

group.

[0058] In the 3rd processing, the sequence of the magnitude of story ratio y (i) which was not

adopted by the 2nd processing chooses the receiving capacity information x on the 2nd location

(2). And the receiving capacity information x (2) is added to Set chi.

[0059] Similarly, in the 4th processing, the receiving capacity information x (9) that the sequence
of the magnitude of story ratio y (i) exists in the location of No. 4 is added to Set chi. By
processing, as the server computer 1 0 shows drawing 1 and drawing 2 , as shown in drawing 5 ,

the same information can be distributed to the client computer 1 2 from the server computer 1

0

using two or more multicast groups divided according to the receiving capacity of each client

computer 12.

[0060] Although receiving capacity needs to double a transfer rate with the minimum client

calculating machine 50 in the example of drawing 9 . since a transfer rate can be determined for

every multicast group divided in the example of drawing 5 , about the high client calculating

machine 1 2 of receiving capacity, information can be efficiently transmitted by assigning a

multicast group with a high transfer rate.

[0061] In the processing shown in drawLng:! , although the case where each client calculating

machine 12 inputs the receiving capacity information on client calculating-machine 12 self into

the server calculating machine 10 at a transfer request and coincidence is assumed, using the

client which is not the delivery about receiving capacity information is also considered. In such a

case, what is necessary is just to change processing, as shown in drawing 6 . In processing of

drawing 6 . if the transfer request from the client computer 12 is received, it will progress to S32
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from step S31, and the existence of receiving capacity information will be identified. When the
receiving capacity information from the client calculating machine 12 does not exist,

transmission of receiving capacity information is required from the client calculating machine 12
from the server calculating machine 10 at step S33.

[0062] When the server computer 10 receives receiving capacity information after this demand,
according to that receiving capacity information, processing of drawing 1 and drawing 2 is

performed. When receiving capacity information is unreceivable, it progresses to S35 from step
S34, and default value is adopted as receiving capacity information on the client computer 12
concerned. What is necessary is just to use the minimum value of receiving capacity information

which received from other client computers 12 for example till then as this default value.

[0063] Comparison of this invention and the conventional method produces the difference in

capacity as shown, for example in drawing 8 . Although the amount to each multicast distribution

of the multiple address possible network 1 1 which can be transmitted becomes small in this

invention in order to divide distribution of the same information into two or more multicast
distribution, the amount of transfers of the information which each client computer receives
actually is improved by the amount near receiving capacity.

[0064]

[Effect of the Invention] Since a server computer distributes two or more client computers for

transmission to two or more multicast groups according to the receiving capacity information

received from the client computer according to this invention, it can prevent that the client

computer which cannot receive the data of the multicast transmission from a server computer
arises. And since receiving capacity can transmit information efficiently using a high transfer rate

to a high client computer, each client computer can fully demonstrate the capacity.

[0065] Moreover, in each multicast group, the difference of the maximum receiving capacity and
the minimum receiving capacity becomes comparatively small by dividing into two or more groups
in the intermediate location the receiving capacity information group put in order in order of
magnitude. It is possible for this to bring each multicast group^s transfer rate close to the
receiving capacity of each client computer belonging to the group.

[0066] Moreover, receiving capacity can assign the same multicast group near things mutually by
dividing a receiving capacity information group into two or more groups in the location of the
difference information specified according to the sequence of the magnitude of difference

information. Moreover, when two or more difference information that magnitude is the same
exists, the number of the client computers belonging to each divided group is equated more by
choosing the difference information on the nearer one preferentially with the location of the
center of the list of a receiving capacity information group, and dividing a group in the location of
the selected difference information.

[0067] Moreover, while total of each multicast group's transfer rate is less than a network
bandwidth, by repeating division of a multicast group, a multicast group's group number is

increased in the range which can transmit all multicast groups simultaneously, and the bandwidth
of the whole channel can be used efficiently.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and IMPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the flow chart which shows processing of the server calculating machine of the

gestalt of operation.

[Drawing 2] It is the flow chart which shows the content of the processing which determines the

optimal transfer rate group.

[Drawing 3] It is the block diagram showing the example of a configuration of communication
system.

[Drawing 4] It is the block diagram showing the example of a configuration of a server calculating

machine and a client calculating machine.

[Drawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the example of the transfer rate of multiple address

transmission of the gestalt of operation.

[Drawing 6] It is the flow chart which shows the modification of processing of a server

calculating machine.

[Drawing 7] It is the mimetic diagram showing the example of decision actuation of a transfer

rate group.

[Drawing 8] It is the graph which shows the example of a comparison of the capacity of this

invention and the conventional method.
[Drawing 9] It is the block diagram showing the transfer rate of multiple address transmission of

the conventional example.

[Description of Notations]

1 0 Server Computer
1 1 Multiple Address Possible Network
12 Client Computer
21 File Distribution Service

22 Broadcast Function

23 Driver

31 File Distribution Service

32 Broadcast Function

33 Driver

50 Client Computer
51 Server Computer

[Translation done.]
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